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SPANISH FOR BUSINESS, HEALTH AND TOURISM 

 
 
SPANISH FOR TOURISM (Spanish level required: Basic) 
This course is designed for those students who want to start or improve their learning of 
Spanish through content related to tourism. Especially recommended for hostelry and 
tourism students who need to combine their learning of the language with specific contents 
of the area. Throughout the course, various topics directly related to the world of tourism 
are dealt with, and lexical and grammatical content of that specific topic is worked on. 
 
SPANISH FOR HEALTH PURPOSES (Spanish level required: Intermediate) 
This course is designed for students or professionals whose interests are oriented towards 
Health Sciences. The course presents various topics related to all areas of health. It delves 
into the study of the specific lexicon related to recurrent communication issues and health-
related situations in Spanish. Likewise, issues related to interculturality in health are 
addressed in order to create an intercultural awareness that helps students understand 
the cultural similarities and differences that can influence the relationship with the patient. 
 
SPANISH FOR BUSSINES I (Spanish level required: Intermediate - advance) 
Course to acquire and develop the specific language for legal and economic topics. 
Readings and comments on journalistic texts and specific examples of legal and economic 
documents are made. Attention is given to work-related situations in Spain in order to 
promote intercultural competence in students and enhance their ability to function in 
professional business environments. 
 
SPANISH FOR BUSSINES II (Spanish level required: Intermediate - advance 
Continuation course of Spanish for Business B2.2 (I). Acquisition and development of 
specific language for topics related to companies, international business and finance. 
Readings and comments on journalistic texts and specific examples of legal and economic 
documents are made. Attention is given to work-related situations in Spain in order to 
promote intercultural competence in students and enhance their ability to function in 
professional business environments. 


